BASIC BUNDLE ➔ MOBILE BUNDLE

HOW IT WORKS ➔ FULL BUNDLE
Create an efficient workflow with our dedicated communication channel. Designed to provide fast efficient service, it ensures that your customers' needs are well taken care of.

Don’t keep your customers waiting. Provide them instantaneous services with our system.

Our system operates through radio frequency, hence no WIFI is required!

Applicable industries:

• F&B
• Educational
• Healthcare & Beauty
• Government & Institute

• Hospitality Management
• Manufacturing & Construction
• Logistics & Supply Chain
BASIC BUNDLE

An overhead display with a set of service calling buttons, ideal for smaller businesses!
MOBILE BUNDLE

The mobile bundle consist of a set of service calling buttons with numerous watch receivers, ideal for staffs who are always on the go!
FULL BUNDLE

The full bundle consists of overhead displays, service calling buttons and watch receivers, ideal for high turn over establishments.
HOW IT WORKS

01  TAKE A SEAT!
Customers are taken to their seats and they decide on what to order.

02  HIT THE BUTTON
Customers can press the button to alert staff for order taking/assistance.

03  ALERT STAFFS
The table number customers are seated at is reflected on the watch or display system.

04  PROVIDE ASSISTANCE
Upon receiving an alert, staffs can quickly attend to customer who require assistance.

Scan to watch how the service request system works! http://bit.ly/2DTouXF
Our Clients

Healthcare & Beauty
- ClearSK Healthcare Group
- Fitness First
- NUH National University Hospital
- NUH kids
- Singapore General Hospital
- Singing Sanctuary
- SMG
- KK Women and Children's Hospital

Hospitality & Tourism
- ANDaz
- CARLTON
- GRAND HYATT
- Oakwood
- Oakwood Premier
- PARKROYAL
- PARKROYAL on Pickering
- Orchard Hotel
- Pan Pacific Hotels and Resorts

Manufacturing & Construction
- BRI
- Sunray
- TAC Indonesia
- ENEOS Hatsing

Others
- SBS Transit
- SELETAR
- SINGAPORE SWIMMING CLUB
- CEVA

Government Agencies
- GEMS World Academy (Singapore)
- NUS National University of Singapore

Educational Industry